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Al Ackerman on TLPs
[...] and , before that, I spent six months doing a series of tlp's that I call the
WHEAT-FEET-PETE-GLEET-JEET-MEET-MEAT-BEETS-KEATS-SEAT series.  A dozen or so
of these tlp's in that series.  They're hard to describe, which is what I like best about them.
Ostensibly, you could pick one up and say, "well, this is about wheat - sort of."  But it's also tied
up with a lot of other stuff, not all of it rational, so that, for me, speaking metaphysically, it's a
little bit like the problematic aspects engendered when you do a stand-in for Hansel and Gretel.
I don't know if you've ever had this experience, but when you do a stand-in for Hansel and
Gretel, there is like this constant play on the tension of not wanting to enter the gingerbread
house, of not wanting to have to go through the whole business with the witch.  But at the same
time, the witch is built into the process.  The witch is a traditional expectation that's hard to
avoid.  I'm not sure, but this impulse may be behind what I'm writing - that I'm trying to find
ways, you know, like I'm agreeing to play the game and do this stand-in for Hansel and Gretel,
but at the same time I'm trying to see if I can somehow avoid the enervating part, which, for me,
is having to go in the gingerbread house and dick around with the witch.  Like I say, this has
been going on over a period of years and I have, in effect, faced the problem hundreds of times,
and (laughing) there are times when I have to face the suspicion that what I've been doing may
simply have left the rails.  That would be funny - if, without realizing it, I'd gone the route taken
by somebody like Vladimir Pyast.  Valdimir Pyast was Poe's translator in Russia, and at a
special poetry convocation, right in the middle of reciting Poe's "Ulalume," he went stark raving
mad.  I mean, who's to say, really?  I think I'm sitting here talking to you, that we're doing this
interview; but that's the thing, because if I've gone up my own pole far enough, in reality it could
be that I'm sitting here playing a banjo and talking to a goose.
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Jaap van der Bent, from "O fellow travelers I write you a poem in Amsterdam": Allen Ginsberg,
Simon Vinkenoog, and the Dutch Beat Connection.

According to Gordon Ball, who edited Ginsberg's mid-fifties' journals, Amsterdam at the time
[1957] was cheaper than Paris (1995, 332); it certainly was for Ginsberg and Orlovsky: they
could share Corso's room on the Reijnier Vinkeleskade as well as the proceeds from the stolen
books which Corso frequently brought home to pay his way in Holland (Vinkenoog 1998).
Ginsberg's three-week stay in Amsterdam was relatively uneventful. As he had done in Paris, he
spent most of his time walking about the city and visiting museums; following in the footsteps of
many other Americans he found his way to the Rijksmuseum, where he admired the work of
Rembrandt and other Dutch masters. But often he was also plainly bored, again partly because
he did not have much money. A poem written in an Amsterdam bar begins like this: "Dumps,
nothing to do / I want to be home in bed / with a fiery Book--." (Ball 1995,376) A few lines further
on Ginsberg continues in the same vein: "I got no money / ain't even got the blues / all I got is
Amsterdam / and a red lite on the table." (Ball 1995, 377) The poems that Ginsberg, as well as
Corso, wrote in Amsterdam are fewer in number and less original than the ones they would
write after having returned to Paris. The exception is Ginsberg's "POEM Rocket," written on
October 4, the day the Russians launched their first Sputnik, and later published in Kaddish and
Other Poems (1961). [1] Like its longer companion piece written on the same day, "Moon
Prevention" (Ball 1995, 379-85), "POEM Rocket" was partly a collaborative effort of Ginsberg,
Corso, and Orlovsky. What is not generally known is that two Dutch writers, Simon Vinkenoog
and Adriaan Morrien, were also present when the poem was written and that they, too,
contributed to it. Sitting in the rather posh "Cafe Americain," they answered questions that the
three Americans threw at them, and their answers were immediately incorporated into the poem.
The writing session ended when both the Dutch and American poets were asked to leave,
because they were growing too exuberant (Vinkenoog 1999).
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Ginsberg, Corso, Orlovsky, Vinkenoog and Morrien
from “Moon Prevention”
Who’ll grow the first tomato, Brussel Stroup Moon? [...]
Can I finally get rid my Myers optic clene eyeglasses on the Moon?

Ginsberg: We kept errors of typing because they were delightful.
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Jack Spicer (1965)
Olson says the poet is a poet when he says what he has to say. Now, you can read that two
ways: what he "has" to say, namely "I want to sleep with you honey," or "I think that the Vietnam
crisis is terrible," or "some of my best friends are dying in loony bins," or whatever you want to
say that you think is a particular message. That's the bad thing.

But what you want to say-the business of the wanting coming from Outside, like it wants five
dollars being ten dollars, that kind of want- is the real thing, the thing that you didn't want to say
in terms of your own ego, in terms of your image, in terms of your life, in terms of everything.

And how this operates, I haven't the vaguest notion. You could probably figure it out scientifically
if you knew enough about the science of chance, combination, permutation, all of that. I don't
know. But I know that it has happened.
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Jack Spicer, Vancouver Lecture 1965

And I think the second step for a poet who’s going on to the poetry of dictation is when he finds
out that these poems say just exactly the opposite of what he wants himself,per se poet, to say.
Like if you want to say something about your beloved’s eyebrows and the poem says the eyes
should fall out, and you don’t really want the eyes to fall out or have even any vague connection.
Or you’re trying to write a poem on Vietnam and you write a poem about skating in Vermont.(7)
These things, again, begin to show you just exactly where the road of dictation leads. Just like
when you wrote the first poem which came easily and yet was a good poem, a poem beyond
you. In the second stage you then say, oh, well, then I’ll just write this thing and I’ll take a line
from someplace or another, or use a dada or a surrealist technique (in a different way than I’m
going to use the word “surrealism” tonight, but the French surrealist way of placing things
together, taking the arbitrary and all of that) and that won’t be what I want to say, and so that’ll
be great. That’ll be hunky dory.

Unfortunately, that doesn’t work terribly well either. You have to not really want not what you
don’t want to say. It’s a very complicated kind of thing. You can’t play tricks on it. That’s the
second stage.

The third stage I think comes when you get some idea that there is a difference between you
and the Outside of you which is writing poetry, where you feel less proud of the poem that
you’ve written and know damn well it belongs to somebody else, that your wife had the child by
another father, and the wife being inside you, which makes the metaphor rather bad.
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Trout Mask Replica shattered my skull, realigned my synapses, made me nervous, made me
laugh, made me jump and jag with joy. It wasn't just the fusion I'd been waiting for: it was a
whole new universe, a completely realized and previously unimaginable landscape of guitars
splintering and spronging and slanging and even actually swinging in every direction, as far as
the mind could see...while this beast voice straight out of one of Michael McClure's Ghost
Tantras growled out a catarrh spew of images at once careeningly abstract and as basic and
bawdy as the last 200 years of American Folklore...I stayed under the headphones and played
Trout Mask straight through five times in a row that night. The next step of course was to turn
the rest of the world on to this amazing thing I'd found, which perhaps came closer to a living,
pulsating, slithering organism than any other record I'd ever heard.- Lester Bangs, New Musical
Express, 1 April 1978

Michael McClure
I knew I was tangoing with my own personal ridiculousness when I wrote these. I don't mind
that, because in my writing when it's at its most intensely serious it's also at its most comic. And
I call to mind what I think are some of the most important poems of the 20th century, Federico
García Lorca's 'Gacela of Unforeseen Love,' which is among the most intense love poetry I've
ever experienced. It's also kinda comic. My own poetry, when I believe in it the most, also has
an edge to it that is not serious, or it's serious, all right, but real seriousness has an edge that
breaks on through to the other side."
It was part of the massive and inspired creativity that was rushing around me. That's probably
the best clue I can give to anyone who wants to understand the sources behind Ghost Tantras,
as part of the huge energy that was amassing itself and pouring through California at the time.



John Savage, on William Burroughs, Real English Tea Made Here (1964-65)
These tapes were recorded as an extension of the cut-up method that Burroughs and Brion
Gysin had been applying in print since the very late 1950s and were still working on in the
mid-’60s. The idea – first mooted by the Dadaists – was that collage, random-ness and
simultaneity destroyed conventional notions of time, space and linear narrative, and thus freed
the practitioner and receiver to detect an alternative, if not underlying, reality.
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Michael McClure
Saluto!
Only one poet in all the realms that exist, that have ever, or will ever exist, could write these
lines:

....Poor little Bomb that'll never be
an Eskimo song I love thee
I want to put a lollipop
in my furcal mouth
a wig of Goldilocks on thy baldy bean
and have you skip with my Hansel and Gretel
along the Hollywoodian screen...
"Bomb"

Gregory Corso is the golden leviathan of imagination, who with rampaging behemoth thundering
and with zingers of flashgenius, exploring the caverns of his cell walls captured with grace, and
wrote down another of his genius poems from the airy uni- verse: "Rembrandt – Self Portrait"
which begins:

When I draw the magnificent Dutch girl
When I unshackle the peachwolf from browngold air
When I have the shepherd foxglove the chin of an angel...

Without lines and poems like these, Poetry would be a poor thing.
"Let me lightdrench the saddest of men," is what you said, Gregory.
My love and thanks to you and to those who are yours.



Jed Birmingham
Interested parties might be aware of Burroughs’ importance in German literature of the 1960s,
but Corso’s equally important role might be less well known. After a trip to Venice in the Summer
of 1960, Corso arrived in Berlin in July of that year and stayed there for several months. In that
time, Corso performed readings, wrote poetry, and met with poets and academics. Two years
earlier, Corso began work on a German anthology of Beat writers with Walter Hollerer, a
professor out of Berlin. In letters from late summer / early fall 1960, Corso writes on the topic of
Beat anthologies and he hoped his anthology would be published within the year. Junge
Amerikanische Lyrik was eventually published in 1961, introducing the poets of Donald Allen’s
New American Poetry anthology to Germany. So it could be argued that Corso was the face of
the Beats for German poets at this time. Not coincidentally, Rhinozeros was started in 1960,
possibly around the time of Corso’s sojourn in Germany. Without a doubt, Corso’s presence
raised awareness of the Beats in Germany and helped spread the word about New America
Poetry throughout the country.
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Emily Dickinson

Of the handful of manuscripts on torn pieces of printed paper, this one is particularly striking.
Dickinson has torn a narrow strip from an advertising flyer for a chiropodist – a specialist who
treats ailments of the hands and feet. Three phrases from the original advertisement are left
intact “Cannot enjoy life,” “Immediate relief given,” and “Short Time Only!” Was this mere
chance, or do these phrases resonate with the text Dickinson wrote on this paper?: “Two things



I have lost with Childhood…”  --Mike Kelly, curator at the Archives and Special Collections of
Amherst College
http://publicdomainreview.org/collections/the-manuscripts-of-emily-dickinson/

William Carlos Williams, Introduction  to Allen Ginsberg, Empty Mirror
A new sort of line, omitting memories of trees and watercourses and clouds and pleasant glades
-- as empty of them as Dante Allegiere's Inferno is empty of them -- exists today. It is measured
by the passage of time without accent, monotonous, useless -- unless you are drawn as Dante
was to see the truth, undressed, and to sway to a beat that is far removed from the beat of
dancing feet but rather finds in the shuffling of human beings in all the stages of their day, the
trip to the bath-room, to the stairs of the subway, the steps of the office or factory routine the
mystical measure of their passions. It is indeed a human pilgrimage, like Geoffrey Chaucer's;
poets had better be aware of it and speak of it -- and speak of it in plain terms, such as men will
recognize. In the mystical beat of newspapers that no one recognizes, their life is given back to
them in plain terms. Not one recognizes Dante there fully deployed. It is not recondite but plain.

Jack Spicer
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There was something hovering above the books which I loved. A great weight, an enormous
readiness for adventure, nausea, oddness, illness. They weren't authors, they were real people.
The genre of the artistic work wasn't being obeyed, but a moral code. Jack Kerouac. Ken Kesey.
Ginsberg. Burroughs. Later Dylan. Figureheads. Father figures who acted like adolescents, like
madmen, like prophets, wicked, addicted, free. (Wolf Wondratschek 1987)



Anthony Waine and Jonathan Woolley
"Blissful, Torn, Intoxicated": Brinkmann, Fauser, Wondratschek and the Beats.
If Brinkmann imagines himself to be a pioneer, Fauser writes as a shadow engaged in
second-hand consumption and never leave s the reader in any doubt that theirs is third-hand.
One explanation for this difference could be attributed to their respective relationships to drugs
and the function these drugs serve in their poetry. While Brinkmann experimented with
mind-altering chemicals, Fauser was, it should be remembered, a heroin addict. As such the
former had a much tighter control on the effects of his drugs since they only extended and
intensified his perception, while Fauser's encroached upon his body, nervous system, and
emotional faculties. One's impression is that Brinkmann's poetry is written from within the state
of mental stimulation, of the "high" induced by LSD and so on, whereas Fauser pens his work
while in some state of withdrawal or come-down. As a result Fauser registers little of the
romance and wonder in the present as does Brinkmann and displays none of the emotional
intensity found in Kerouac's On the Road, for example. While a number of his poems read like a
physical stream of consciousness, Fauser tends to rationalize emotion, perhaps in order to
regain the co ntrol surrendered while intoxicated on heroin. Certainly in a poem such as "Vor der
Tagesschau" (Before the Daily News; Fauser 1979, 9) the onus seems to be on the poet holding
himself together both psychologically and emotionally; the repetition, cluttering of concrete
nouns, and vertical imagery betraying an almost paranoid need to delineate order.
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To make a dadaist poem
Take a newspaper.
Take a pair of scissors.
Choose an article as long as you are planning to make your poem.
Cut out the article.
Then cut out each of the words that make up this article and put them in a bag.
Shake it gently.
Then take out the scraps one after another in the order in which they left the bag.
Copy conscientiously.
The poem will be like you. And here you are a writer, infinitely original and endowed with a
sensibility that is charming beyond the understanding of the vulgar.
Tristan Tzara

While cutting a mount for a drawing in room #15, I sliced through a pile of newspapers with my
Stanley blade and thought of what I had said to Burroughs some six months earlier about the
necessity for turning painters' techniques directly into writing. I picked up the raw words and
began to piece together texts that later appeared as "First Cut-Ups" in "Minutes to Go." At the
time I thought them hilariously funny and hysterically meaningful. I laughed so hard my
neighbors thought I'd flipped. I hope you may discover this unusual pleasure for yourselves--this
short lived but unique intoxication. Cut up this page you are reading and see what happens. See
what I say as well as hear it. (Burroughs and Gysin)



Now for example, if I wanted to make a cut-up of this (picking up a copy of The Nation), there
are many ways I could do it. I could read cross-column. I could say: "Today's men's nerves
surround us. Each technological extension gone outside is electrical involves as act of collective
environment. The human nervous system itself can be reprogrammed with all its private and
social values because it is content. He programs logically as readily as any radio net is
swallowed by the new environment. The sensory order." You find that it often makes quite as
much sense as the original (Burroughs and Gysin)
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Allen Ginsberg: Well, how can you expect anybody to read through all this if you don't make big
categorical distinctions? It's like reading one large series of prose poems that have no end.

William Burroughs: No, no, no, no. It's quite comprehensible and as accessible as any book you
pick up at the airport
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astral business eat are on the outlay
to machine space the laws again
right celestial gas
right into blue light an effect affect
defective confection crystal
infected reflects electricity genuflect
genu non-semantic
wine authors training
claws non-commercial chemist dedicat
enough of cut-covering Naropa steel that
lifted knives June desert hummingbird
the details formation bring me marks to
handle it found circles stark
in the obvious blue atom letters.
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batch authors training
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enough of cut-covering Naropa steel that
lifted knives June desert hummingbird
the details formation bring me marks to
handle it found circles stark
in the obvious blue atom letters.
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touch with the tongue
their very inflatable
house, an emergency.

acclaim Icarus fete comb lung
rivir ot was magician neve
the commensurr sun
who selectic as stone prelite
sail, tearing signit
establishment wet enlightenment
markers a publig hiding broahe
mimeographece sunsex centuries
the whizzing lettering),
handwritten books dozen vulture,
experiential bean wave gang
beef itself drivers
real literature flat fundar co
genui who slowly radical
literature, poep glares oth
their toes to eye, in window
its midst the floor pie, to
touch with the becoming tongue
their very inflatable instant
house, an emergency.

page acclaim Icarus fete comb lung
rivir mind ot was magician neve
the commensurr gift sun
who selectic as stone service prelite
sail, tearing signit decreasing
establishment wet frequency enlightenment
markers a publig envelopes hiding broahe
mimeographece churning sunsex centuries
the dove whizzing lettering),



schedule handwritten books dozen vulture,
experiential ride bean wave gang
beef itself distribute drivers
real literature flat somewhere fundar co
genui who slowly 1972 radical
literature, poep glares compiled oth
their toes to eye, in window bundle
its midst the floor pie crucial, to
touch with the becoming tongue awe
their very inflatable grease instant
house, an emergency circadian bookseller.

Gregory Betts,
The Rise of the Small Press Movement in Canada

http://hpcanpub.mcmaster.ca/case-study/rise-small-press-movement-canada

While many authors use the small press to develop their voices and hone their talent at the
beginning of their careers, and subsequently move on to medium and large presses, others
prefer the aesthetic freedom and marginal “outsider” cultural position of the small press.
Internationally renowned experimental poets Barrie Nichol, also known as bpNichol, and Bill
Bissett (who consistently uses the lower case bill bissett) have also created a genuine
avant-garde front within the small press environment that completes the transformation of
publishing from a fundamentally economic endeavour to an unfettered and radical literary
lifestyle. In this context, the book no longer simply frames or stages the real literary content
between its covers but becomes indelibly intertwined with the art work itself. Similarly, the role of
publisher becomes indistinguishable from the role of the artist. bissett, with his
blewointmentpress (founded in 1963), and bpNichol, with Ganglia Press (which he started with
David Aylward in 1965), intentionally blurred the borders between art and life. Using whatever
technology was at their disposal, they published experimental and eccentric writing in
experimental and eccentric book objects: some books were stapled, others folded, others sewn,
and others perfect-bound; some were handwritten, others typed, rubberstamped, or printed
using Letraset (transferable lettering). The physical labour involved and the thoughtfulness and
beauty of each literary object remain a hallmark of the small press movement.
Though they were, in Nichol’s words, “kids of the book machine,” many projects by early
experimental small pressers left the conventionally-defined book behind altogether. Poems
appeared on t-shirts, pillows, business cards, or postcards and were published in boxes,
envelopes, or otherwise. Nichol composed poems on “thought balloons” that could be blown-up



and worn attached to one’s head – transforming the “reader” into a cartoon character “thinking”
the poem and thereby becoming a participant in creating the art event.

lori emerson
bpNichol’s “Singing Hands Series”: Canadian Concrete Poetry 1966 (Part 2)

http://loriemerson.net/2011/09/13/singing-hands-series-2/

I’m starting to understand that part of the reason why few people, if anyone, has a complete run
of grOnk is because it appears the print runs for each issue varied vastly (from 20 to, say, 200
copies); some Nichol simply gave away to friends, others he distributed through the Village
Bookstore in Toronto, and others he mailed out to an international mailing list. More, while
Nichol intended to have eight issues in each series, after the mid-1970s it seems that
publication became more erratic and some series are missing issues while other series had
issues published later alongside issues from a different series altogether. grOnk is, then, a
bibliographer’s nightmare. To complicate matters further: Nichol published separate but parallel
mini-series of chapbooks, pamphlets, postcards etc alongside grOnk. As you can see in the
“Ganglia Press Index,” there was also the Ganglia Concrete Series, the Singing Hand Series,
the 5¢ Mimeo Series, Tonto or Series, and the 35¢ Mimeo Series (just to name a few). Some of
these series were then later absorbed into certain grOnk issues (for example, John Riddell’s
“Pope Leo: El Elope” was published in 1969 as part of the 35¢ Mimeo Series but then later
absorbed into grOnk Series 2 issue 6.

02.07.2015
jwc 3o2 flickr set for grOnk



https://www.flickr.com/photos/48593922@N04/sets/72157650031284145/
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